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Abstract
Today, terminological knowledge representation systems have reached a level of maturity which
makes their use for real world applications feasible. However, the construction of practical
knowledge representation management systems (KBMS) requires more than a well-de ned representation formalism and reasoning algorithm. Flexibility and system integration are two important issues for any KBMS. In this paper, we propose an extension of the back terminological
representation system which allows the integration of externally realized procedures into the
representation formalism. For that purpose, we introduce a new language construct External
Function which serves as an interface to arbitrary host-language procedures. External Functions
allow us to integrate forms of domain speci c knowledge such as arithmetic computations into
back which can not be expressed eciently in terminological representation systems. We show
how results of computations can be integrated into the reasoning process and how Computed
Roles can be realized by means of external functions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
How to compute 1 + 1 ? Although simple in general, this tends to be a dicult question for a
knowledge representation system. In the past, major emphasis in research on knowledge representation has been on theoretical aspects of representation formalisms. As a result, we know
much about formalisms, but less about the construction of practical knowledge representation
systems. This situation is changing, however, at least for terminological representation systems
in the tradition of the kl-one representation language [4, 14] which include back [11], classic [5], and loom [6]. Based on a logical representation formalism, these systems represent
knowledge in form of intensional descriptions. They are equipped with well-balanced reasoning
mechanisms which allow to deduce implicit knowledge or to detect inconsistencies in a knowledge base. At the same time, however, terminological representation systems usually lack simple
features which become important for real applications. In real life, the key-factors for success
are usually not expressiveness or completeness of the representation formalism, but exibility,
eciency and ease of use provided by the entire system.
A natural drawback of any terminological system is their limitation when it comes to knowledge which cannot be represented eciently within their logic-based representation formalism.
The adequate handling of rather mathematical objects1 like numbers and temporal entities including time points and time intervals is a common problem for terminological systems. Since
such entities are central to business and nancial applications, the value of terminological systems which are not able to handle them adequately is seriously limited. Consider, for example,
a company which wants to use a knowledge representation system for managing information
about products, costs, prices and orders. A simple operation which might be needed here is to
compute the amount of an order by multiplying the number of products by their price. With
a database system or programming language, this kind of computation could easily be realized,
for terminological representation systems, however, this task means a serious problem.
For that reason, some terminological systems such as k-rep [9] provide access to the implementation language by integrating some of its data types as built-in concepts. Other systems try
to increase the expressiveness of their representation language. loom [6], for example, provides
user de nable predicates and computable relations as built-in language constructs which allow
to represent some interesting properties of such crude entities like numbers and temporal objects
within the representation formalism. Both solutions, however, have some drawbacks. The loose
integration of data types in k-rep results in limited inferential capabilities. k-rep is not able
to reason about such built-in concepts in the same manner as it is for user-de nable concepts.
In loom the various extension of the representation formalism result in incomplete reasoning
algorithms where it is not always obvious which kind of inferences can be drawn.
In this paper, we will propose an extension of the terminological representation system back
1

[1] refer to them as concrete objects.
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[11, 12] which allows one to perform arbitrary computations (e.g. arithmetic computations on
numbers) outside from the representation system and to integrate the results into the reasoning
process of back. We do so by introducing external functions into the representation formalism
as new representational primitives besides concepts, roles and objects. External functions allow
the user to de ne functional dependencies between roles as part of concept de nitions. For
example, one might de ne a functional dependency between the three roles amount, number
and price of some concept as amount = number * price. As a result, whenever llers are known
for number and price, the representation system can determine role- llers for role amount by
evaluating the function *.
The meaning of external functions is not built-in, but is provided by the user in form of
a PROLOG procedure, i.e. procedurally. The user has the possibility to de ne and integrate
functions into the representation system whenever it seems necessary. Functions have to be
declared by the user before they can be used, similarly to functions in ordinary programming
languages. This allows back to do type checking for arguments and values of functions, and to
guarantee the consistency of the represented knowledge. In that way, we realize a well-de ned
interface for the integration of external functions into the representation formalism.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we will de ne the representation
formalism LEF which is a subset of the back formalism extended by external functions. We
will present examples for the usage of functions and a will give a semantics for the formalism
which consists of a declarative and a procedural part. The later part is de ned by a so-called
value function which describes the evaluation process of external functions. In Section 3, we
will present reasoning algorithms for our formalism. Besides the usual problems such as consistency checking and determining subsumption relations between concepts, we will explore the
management of functional dependencies in the context of non-monotonic update operations on
knowledge bases.

3

Chapter 2

The Representation Formalism:
External Functions
2.1 Syntax
As the starting point for the design of our formalism we use a subset of the back representation
language as described in [11]. As usual, the formalism allows for the de nition of concepts and
roles where concepts are meant to represent subsets of a domain and roles are binary relations.
As third kind of entities we have objects which stand for single elements of the domain. In
analogy to back, we allow objects to be used as role- llers in concepts. A knowledge base
consists of a set of axioms and facts. While axioms de ne concepts and roles, facts describe
objects as instances of concepts or as role llers of some role.
As a novelty for terminological systems, we introduce external functions in our formalism.
On the one hand, we allow arbitrary functions to be declared by function declarations. On the
other hand, we de ne role- llers by functional expressions which apply a function to a non-empty
list of arguments. The syntax of LEF is given in Figures 2.2 and 2.3
Example 1: As an example consider the following scenario. A company produces a variety
of products and sells them to a number of customers. Customers may receive a discount on
the original sales price which depends on the amount they purchase. For each order there is a
separate invoice issued. For sake of simplicity, we assume that at each time a customer orders
just one kind of product. A representation of this example is shown in Figure 2.1.
The de nitions in this example are grouped in three parts. In the rst part, three functions
are introduced by function declarations. These functions are used in the second part for the
de nition of concepts. The third part nally, de nes several roles by specifying their domain
and range.
The concepts in this example de ne a product as an entity which has exactly one price.
An invoice is de ned by seven roles which specify the customer who has ordered a product,
the number s/he has ordered and the product itself. Furthermore, discount, gross-amount and
net-amount are de ned by means of the functions in dependency of some roles.
2
Although simple, this example illustrates many points:
 A function declaration introduces two names for a function, an internal and an external
name. Within the knowledge base, only the internal name is used.
 A function declaration de nes types for each argument position and for the result.
 Functions are used in concept de nitions to de ne a functional dependency between the
arguments and a role.
4

Number  Number ! Number external times
Number  Number ! Number external proc1
Number  Number ! Number external proc2

*
disc
net

:
:
:

Customer
Product
Invoice

:< anything
:< exactly(1,price)
:< exactly(1,product) and

price
purchaser
product
number
discount
gross-amount
net-amount

:<
:<
:<
:<
:<
:<
:<

exactly(1,number) and
exactly(1,purchaser) and
exactly(1,discount) and discount:disc(number) and
exactly(1,gross-amount) and gross-amount:*(product.price,number)
exactly(1,net-amount) and net-amount:net(gross-amount,discount)
domain(Product) and range(Number)
domain(Invoice) and range(Customer)
domain(Invoice) and range(Product)
domain(Invoice) and range(Number)
domain(Invoice) and range(Number)
domain(Invoice) and range(Number)
domain(Invoice) and range(Number)
Figure 2.1: Example Knowledge Base

 Arguments may be simple role-names such as number or discount as well as role-chains

such as product.price. In addition, but not shown in the example, we allow arbitrary sets
of objects as arguments.

 Functions are refered to by the internal name and the arity.
 A pre x notation is used for functions.
Unlike concepts or roles, external functions are not de ned in a declarative manner. A
knowledge base contains only function declarations, but no de nitions for functions. Instead,
external functions will be de ned procedurally by some host language procedure which name is
given by the external name of a function./footnoteSince /BACK is implemented in PROLOG,
these host language procedures will actually be PROLOG predicates. Function declarations
thus serve as interface which allow to integrate arbitrary external functions into the /BACK
representation formalism.
In the following, we will call roles such as number and discount, which occur as arguments
of a function, argument roles. On the contrary, roles like discount, which llers are speci ed
by means of functions, are refered to as computed roles. Finally, an expression of the form
F (A1 , : : : , An ) is named functional expression and a concept term of the form R:F (A1, : : : , An )
functional term.
Most interesting concerning functions are the logical consequences which follow from their
usage. We illustrate this point with an example. After that, we will give a formal semantics for
LEF which re ects the intended meaning.

Example 2: Assume the following is part of the knowledge base of the company from Example 1
containing facts about products and invoices, formulated with respect to the above de ned
concepts and roles (let Pi and Ij denote products and invoices, respectively):
5

hconcept-term i ::=
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
hrole-term i ::=
j
j
j
j
hargument i ::=
j
j
h ller i ::=
j

anything j nothing
hconcept-name i
hconcept-term iandhconcept-term i
all(hrole-term i,hconcept-term i)
atleast(hinteger i,hrole-term i)
atmost(hinteger i,hrole-term i)
exactly(hinteger i,hrole-term i)
hrole-name i:h ller i+
hrole-name i:hfunction-name i(hargument i+)
anyrole
hrole-name i
domain(hconcept-term i)
range(hconcept-term i)
hrole-term i.hrole-term i
hrole-name i
hrole-term i.hrole-term i
h ller i+
hobject-name i
hnumber i
Figure 2.2: Concept and Role Terms

(P41,100) 2 price
(P78,500) 2 price
(P99,200) 2 price
(I1,P41) 2 product
(I1,10) 2 number
(I2,P78) 2 product
(I2,80) 2 number
(I3,200) 2 number
(I4,P99) 2 product

With these facts, the price of three products, named P41, P78 and P99 are given as 100$,
500$ and 200$. Furthermore, the numbers and products of four invoices are listed. Note, that
no product has been provided for I3 and no number for I4.
The functions disc and net specify the discount one receives and the net amount of an invoice.
We take as granted that they have been de ned as follows, ignoring the fact that we still don't
know how we can de ne them:
8
> 0 if 0  x < 50
<
disc(x) = > 5 if 50  x < 100
: 10 if 100  x

net(x; y ) = x  (100100 y )

As expected, function * is assumed to be de ned as arithmetic multiplication.
With these facts and the de nitions of Example 1 at hand, we can determine role- llers for the
computed roles discount, gross-amount and net-amount as follows:
6

haxiom i ::=
j
hfact i ::=
j
hdeclaration i ::=

hconcept-name i :< hconcept-term i
hrole-name i :< hrole-term i
hconcept-name i 2 hobject-name i
(hobject-name i,hobject-name i) 2 hrole-name i
hfunction-name i : hconcept-name if  hconcept-name ig
! hconcept-name i
external hexternal-name i
Figure 2.3: Knowledge Base Entities

(I1,0)
2 discount
(I1,1000) 2 net-amount
(I1,1000) 2 gross-amount
(I2,0.05) 2 discount
(I2,4000) 2 net-amount
(I2,3980) 2 gross-amount
(I3,0.1) 2 discount

2
Since the number of I1 is between 0 and 50, the discount of I1 is 0 in accordance to function disc.
The gross-amount of I1 and I2 have been computed by 100  10 = 1000 and 500  80 = 4000.
Similarly, the discount of I2 is given as 5% by function disc from gross-amount of I1.
Whereas llers for all computed roles of I3 and I4 could be computed, we are not able
to determine llers for all roles of I3 and I4 . The reason is that llers of some argument roles
involved at I3 and I4 are unknown what makes it impossible to evaluate any of the corresponding
functions. For example, no product and therefore no price is known for I3. Consequently, no
value for function net can be determined at object I3 . We can state generally that no computation
of function values can be performed as long as there is at least one argument role with unknown
llers.

2.2 Semantics
We now give a semantics for our formalism which re ects the intended logical consequences as
described.
The semantics consists of two parts. The rst one is a model-theoretic semantics which gives
a declarative de nition of the semantical account. This part is designed along the tradition of
terminological representation formalisms. The second part deals with the evaluation of external
functions. It de nes an evaluation process for functions in form of an evaluation function which
integrates results of an external evaluation process into the representation formalism. In this
respect, the evaluation function is a signi cant supplement to the denotational semantics.
We use the following symbols to denote single terms and entities: C (concept-term), R(roleterm), A(argument), O(object), F (function, internal name), X (function, external name).
The sets of all terms or all entities of a certain kind are denoted as follows: C (concept-terms),
R(role-terms) and A(arguments).
For the sets of all names of a certain sort we use the following symbols: CN (concept-names),
RN (role-names), O(object-names), F (function names, intern), X (function names, extern).
The model-theoretic semantics for LEF is given as follows.
7

De nition 1: (Semantics)
The semantics of LEF is given by the tripel I = hI ; I ;valuei, called interpretation. The
interpretation consists of the domain I which is an arbitrary set, an interpretation function I
and a value function value. The interpretation function assigns to each concept C 2 C a subset
C I of I , to each role R 2 R a binary relation RI and to each object O 2 O an element OI of
I . The value function value is a trinary function on functions, sets of arguments and objects
(F A  O) which assigns to each tripel a set of objects value(F ,A ,O)  O.
The interpretation of complex concept and role terms is given by the following equations:

anythingI
nothingI
(C1 and C2)I
all(R; C )I
atleast(m; R)I
atmost(m; R)I
exactly(m; R)I

(R : O1; : : :;On )I
(R : F (A1 ; : : :;An ))I

anyroleI
domain(C ))I
range(C )I
(R1:R2)I

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

I

;

C1I \ C2I
fx 2 I : hx; yi 2 RI ) y 2 C I g
fx 2 I : jfy : hx; yi 2 RI gj  mg
fx 2 I : jfy : hx; yi 2 RI gj  mg
fx 2 I : jfy : hx; yi 2 RI gj = mg
fx 2 I : RI (x) = fO1I ; : : :; OnI gg
fx 2 I : RI (x) = fOI jO 2 value(F; fA1; : : :;An g; xI 1 )gg
I  I
C I  I
I  C I

RI1  RI2

An interpretation I is a model of a knowledge base if

C I  DI for all axioms C :<D
RI1  RI2 for all axioms R1:<R2
OI 2 DI for all facts O 2 C
I
hO1 ; O2I i 2 RI for all facts (O1; O2)2 R
2

The semantics for LEF has been de ned as usual except for the introduction of a value
function for the de nition of the denotation of functional terms. The value function is not xed,
but is provided by the user in form of external procedures which compute the value function. In
that way, we realize an open user-de nable semantics for external functions with a well-de ned
interface to the model-theoretic semantics of the rest of the formalismn.
In the following section, we will explore the nature of the value function in more detail.
Before, we give some useful de nitions.

De nition 2: A knowledge base is consistent if it has a model.
De nition 3: A concept C is coherent if C I 6= ; for all models.
De nition 4: A concept C1 subsumes C2 (C1  C2) if C1I  C2I for all models.
8

Chapter 3

The Evaluation Function value
The evaluation function value de nes what is meant by the value of an external function. The
evaluation function de nes how external functions are evaluated in order to determine their
functional value. Since external functions are de ned by PROLOG procedures, determining the
value requires an evaluation process part of which is calling these procedures and returning the
function value. This evaluation process consists of two steps:

 In the rst step, the arguments of a function, which are given as symbols and structures
of the representation formalism, are transformed into structures on which the external
procedures operate.

 In the second step, the Prolog procedure assigned to a function via declaration is called
by the terminological system and the result value, if any, is passed back to the system.

Accordingly, we de ne the value function as follows.

De nition 5: (Value Function)

The value function value is de ned as follows:
value: F

 A  O ! O 

value(F , fA1 , : : : , An g, O)= call(XF ,ftrans(A1,O),: : : , trans(An ,O)g)

XF is the name of the external procedure assigned to F via declaration and trans and call
are functions which we will de ne below.

2

The evaluation function value serves as a syntactical frame for the evaluation process. There
does not exist any a priori condition concerning its de nition. The question for their de nition is
exclusively a question of practicability. In the following, we will present one speci c solution to
this problem which has been chosen to allow for a simple integration of the evaluation process in
the representation system and to make it as easy as possible for the user to actually implement
external functions. First, we will describe the transformation process of arguments which is
de ned by the function trans. Second, we present the calling process which is de ned by the
function call.

3.1 Parameter Passing
One central question concerning the realization of external procedures is on which kind of entities
they should operate. Here, we have at least two possibilities:
9

 Arguments are passed to procedures as they occur in a knowledge base, i.e. as symbols

and structures of the representation language.1 Reconsider example 1 where llers of the
computed role discount are de ned by the term discount:disc(number). In that case, we
could pass the role-name number as a Prolog string or atom to the corresponding external
procedure. The drawback of this solution is, however, that the external procedure has to
know what to do with the role-name. Consequently, someone who wants to implement
an external procedure has to have knowledge about the meaning of the representational
primitives and how to use them properly. As a prerequisite, a kind of programming
interface has to be provided by the terminological system in order to allow access to
internal data structures. Although this might be useful for an experienced programmer,
the user, who just wants to de ne a simple function such as disc from example 1, is surly
not interested in handling maybe complex internal data structures for that task.

 As a consequence, we would like to vote for a solution which transforms arguments before

Prolog procedures are called. For example, roles could be transformed into names of
role- llers and object-names into themself.

Correspondingly, we de ne the transformation of arguments as follows.

De nition 6: (Argument Transformation)

The transformation of arguments is given by a function trans: O  A ! O which is de ned
as follows:
(
if A 2 O
trans(A, O) = A
fxj(O; x)2 Ag if A 2 RN
The result of the transformation is called value of the argument.

2

>From now on, we use the term \parameter" whenever we refer to entities which are passed
to external procedures and which are the result of the transformation of arguments. On the
other side, we use the term \argument" for knowledge base entities which occur in the argument
position of a functional expression. Remember that parameters are sets of objects.
So far, we have left open the de nition of trans applied to role chains. We have done so,
because unlike for simple roles there is no naturally given single set of objects which could be
identi ed as argument value of a role-chain. Instead, we get one set of objects for each possible
'way' through a role chain as can be seen in the following example:

Example 3: Suppose a company represents information about employees and departments in
the following way where roles have been de ned as expected:
ave : Number ! Number external average
Employee
:< all (has-salary,Number)
Department :< all (employees,Employee) and
all(average-salary,Number) and
average-salary:ave(employees.has-salary)

We assume that the following facts are contained in the knowledge base (Let D be a department and Ei employees):
1

This is the solution chosen in classic for test-predicates (see [13]).
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(D,E1) 2
(D,E2) 2
(D,E3) 2
(D,E4) 2
(D,E5) 2

employees
employees
employees
employees
employees

(E1,5000) 2
(E2,4500) 2
(E3,6000) 2
(E4,5000) 2
(E5,4500) 2

has-salary
has-salary
has-salary
has-salary
has-salary

2
If the goal is to compute the average salary of all employees for each department, we could pass
the value of the role-chain employees.has-salary in two di erent ways to the Prolog procedure
'average':
1. All objects are put together in one set. As a result, the parameter would be the set (i.e. a
list if we use the Prolog notation) f5000; 4500; 6000; 5000; 4500g. In that case, procedure
'average' could easily compute the average salary as 5000.
2. Role-chains are transformed into sets of sets of objects grouping the objects according to
the structure of role chains. Here, the parameter passed to the external procedure average
is
f fE1, 5000g
fE2, 4500g
fE3, 6000g
fE4, 5000g
fE5, 4500g g
In that case the procedure 'average' has to be adopted to the data structure in order to
break it up properly.
Although the additional information provided is a disadvantage if we just want to compute
the average salary of a department, there are some cases where this additional information
becomes important. Suppose the company wants to identify for each department the best
earning employee. Here, the information which employee earns how much is signi cant.

3.2 Calling External Procedures
By now, we have made clear what kind of entities parameters of external procedures are. Before
we can go on and can give examples of procedures for the functions introduced so far, we have
to clarify the calling process itself. In order to make sure that both, the user who implements
external procedures and the terminological system, agree on what is meant by the value of a
function, we give a set of conditions which control the calling process as precisely as possible.
Let us rst introduce a new term.

De nition 7: (Type)

Let R:F (A1, : : : , An ) be a functional term and F : C1 : : :  Cn ! C external X the
corresponding function declaration. The type of argument Ai , denoted by type(Ai ), is de ned
to be the concept Ci . The type of function F , denoted by type(F ), is de ned to be concept C .
11

De nition 8: (call)

The function call is de ned as follows:
call : X

 (O) ! O
On input (X , ffO11,: : : ,O1mg, : : : , fOn1 , : : : , Onk gg), function

call calls the external
Prolog procedure with name X . The result of call is a set of objects returned by procedure X
as speci ed below if the following conditions are ful lled:

(U1)
(U2)
(U3)
(S1)
(S2)
(S3)
(U4)
(U5)
(U6)
(S4)

X is a Prolog atom;
all object-names Oij are Prolog atoms;

there exists a Prolog procedure with name X and arity n + 1;
the i-th parameter (i = 1::n) is bound to the Prolog list containing objects Oij ;
all objects contained in the list of (S1) are instances of type(Ai ) where Ai is
the i-th argument
the (n + 1)-th parameter is an unbound variable;
a procedure call respecting (S1) and (S2) never fails;
a procedure call respecting (S1) and (S2) always terminates;
on exit of procedure X , the (n + 1)-th parameter is bound to a list of atoms;
all atoms contained in the list of (U6) are objects which are instances of
type(F ).

The value of F is the list of object as mentioned in condition (S4). If any of these nine
conditions is not ful lled, function call returns the empty set.
2
The de nition of call states six conditions which must be ful lled by the user (denoted
U1-U6) and four conditions (S1-S4) which must be ful lled by the terminological system. They
are an important part of the semantic de nition of the formalism LEF , since they control the
semantical gap which necessarily has been left open in the model-theoretic semantics.
The most important conditions are (S2) and (S4). They require the system to do type
checking before and after calling a Prolog procedure. On the one hand, each object which is
passed to the external procedure must be an instance of the type declared for the corresponding
argument position. On the other side, all objects returned as value must be instances of the
result type of a function. However, as we will see in section 4 we can realize type checking more
elegantly on the conceptual level.
Some remarks:
Note that so far nothing has been said about the point on that a procedure is called by the
terminological system. In particular, the user cannot be sure that the procedure is invoked at
all.
The evaluation mechanism as described does not allow to distinguish between an unsuccessful
evaluation due to an unful lled condition and the empty set as result. If needed, one could
change the de nitions to cause the terminological system to signal an inconsistency whenever
the evaluation process fails.

3.3 External Procedures: Examples
External functions are intended to give the user the possibility to extend the reasoning capabilities of the terminological system by introducing new functions just like new concepts or roles can
12

proc1( AMOUNT , DISCOUNT ) :( AMOUNT
50, !, DISCOUNT = 0
; AMOUNT = 100, !, DISCOUNT = 5
; AMOUNT
100, !, DISCOUNT = 10
).

<
<
>

proc2( GROSSAMOUNT, DISCOUNT, NETAMOUNT ) :H is (100 - DISCOUNT) / 100,
NETAMOUNT is (GROSSAMOUNT * H).
times( NUMBER1, NUMBER2, RESULT ) :RESULT is (NUMBER1 * NUMBER2).

Figure 3.1: PROLOG code for the procedures proc1, proc2 and times

be introduced into a knowledge base at any time. The realization of such an extension consists
of two steps. First, a declaration has to be be formulated specifying the internal and external
name as well as the type of each argument. This has been shown in the previous examples.
Second, an external procedure has to be written which can be invoked by the system whenever
the result value of a function has to be determined. The second step is facilitated enormously
by the design of external functions:

 No knowledge about internal data structures is required since arguments are evaluated

into extensional sets of object-names.
 Type checking is done by the system automatically before and after a procedure is called.
As a result, the user is freed from writing error code which would be necessary if arbitrary
data structures could be passed to a procedure.

Both points together allow to restrict the code of external procedures to almost purely de nitional knowledge and prevents the user from doing a lot of awful work.
Prolog code for procedures proc1, proc2 and times from example 1 are shown in gure 3.1. As
can be seen, the knowledge required to write external procedures is restricted to some working
knowledge of the programming language Prolog. Nothing has to be known about internal data
structures of the terminological representation system.
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Chapter 4

Reasoning Algorithms
In this section, we will present reasoning algorithms for the formalism LEF . Our goal is not to
develop new algorithms from the scratch, but to use the algorithms realized in back as far as
possible.
In general, inferences drawn by a terminological system can be described by a set of reasoning
tasks such as classi cation, recognition or retrieval. In almost all implemented systems, however,
these reasoning tasks are combined to interface operations for the interaction with a knowledge
base. The back system, for example, provides an operation for adding axioms and facts to a
knowledge base (tell) and an operation for querying knowledge bases (ask). Furthermore, a
forget operation allows one to retract facts which have been inserted via tell.
For the description of our algorithms we take as granted that knowledge base operations are
provided for an representation formalism without external functions as shown in gure 4.1. We
will refer to these operations by backtell and backforget.

4.1 Coherence of Functional Terms
One of the most important tasks of a terminological system is to check the consistency of a
knowledge base. In general, for representation formalisms with a carefully restricted expressiveness, there exist complete algorithms for consistency checking. For the formalism LEF , however,
there does not exist such an algorithm, since we have a procedural semantics for functional terms
which does not provide a complete intensional description of the objects which are instances of
a functional term. Thus, for a given concept which is de ned by means of a functional term, we
cannot completely rule out the possibility that it denotes the empty set, i.e. that there cannot
exist an instance of that concept. However, for a given object we can always verify if it is an
instance of that concept or not. This is due to the fact that in this case we do not have to
consider all possible instances of a concept, but only one speci c object.
The introduction of declarations for external functions gives us the opportunity to check the
validity of its arguments. Concerning a function declaration F : C1 : : :  Cn ! C external
X and a functional term R:F (A1, : : : , An ) we can identify the following type conditions (let
range(R) denote the range concept of role R):
1. Ai 2 type(Ai ) for all Ai 2 O
2. range(Ai )  type(Ai ) for all Ai 2 R
3. type(F )  range(R)
4. value(F , fA1, : : : , An )g, O) 2 type(F ) for all O 2 O
14

hkb-operation i ::= htell i j hforget i j hask i
htell i ::= tell(haxiom i)
j tell(hfact i)
j tell(hdeclaration i)
hforget i ::= forget(hfact i)
hask i ::= subsumes(hconcept-name i,hconcept-name i)
j holds(hfact i)
Figure 4.1: Knowledge Base Operations

Condition 1 states that an object which occurs as an argument has to be an instance of
the argument type. Similarly, condition 2 formulates that the range of an argument role must
be subsumed by the argument type. These conditions ensure that all parameters passed to
the external procedure are instances the argument type and therefore de ne a type checking for
arguments. Conditions 3 and 4 express similar type constraints for the result value of a function.
Whereas conditions 1 to 3 can be checked before evaluation of an external term, condition 4 can
only be veri ed after the value of a functional term has been determined. As result, we de ne
two properties of functional terms as follows:
De nition 9: (Applicability of Functional Terms)
A functional term which satis es conditions 1 to 3 is called applicable.

De nition 10: (Validity of Functional Terms)

A functional term which satis es condition 1 to 4 is called valid.
Obviously, the notions of applicability and validity are weaker than the notion of coherence.
In the following, we will call the process of checking the validity of external terms type
checking. As can be seen, type checking for functional terms is reducible to the subsumption
problem in linear time.
As a conclusion, let us mention an important di erence between axioms and facts on the one
hand and declarations on the other hand. Whereas information from declarations is only used for
type checking, i.e. to make sure that certain conditions hold for arguments of a functional term,
information from axioms and facts is used for inferences and is therefore propagated throughout
the knowledge base. If, for example, an object is used as a role- ller of a certain role, it can
be deduced that this object is an instance of the range concept of the role. This information
is then added to the description of the object. On the contrary, an object as argument of a
functional term is only checked against the corresponding type, but this type is not added to its
description.

4.2 Subsumption
The subsumption problem is strongly connected to the consistency problem. Consequently, for
determining subsumption relations between concepts we have similar problems as for consistency
checking. Any algorithm for subsumption in our formalism is necessarily incomplete due to a
missing intensional description of instances of functional terms. As a small step, we can identify
the following subsumption relations concerning functional terms by reformulating conditions 2
and 3 from Section 3.1:

 all(R,type(F ))  R:F (A1,: : : ,An)
 all(Ai,type(Ai))  R:F (A1,: : : ,An) for all i = 1::n
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 R:F (A1, : : : ,An)  atleast(1,Ai) for all i = 1::n.
Conditions 1 and 4 which states type constraints for objects does not have an e ect on subsumption.
We propose that the procedures which check consistency and determine subsumption relations should be adopted in order to work in accordance with the identi ed rules. In the
remainder, we will assume that the knowledge base operations backtell and backforget
have been changed accordingly.
Although one might consider the incompleteness of our algorithms as a serious problem, we
think it is not. The reason why we want to introduce external functions into back lies in the
possibility to do simple computations on the assertional level as shown in Section 1. For most
real applications of the BACK knowledge representation system there is no need for conceptual
reasoning based on external functions.

4.3 Managing Dependencies
Functional terms de ne dependencies between the arguments and its value. If an argument is
changed in some way, for example by using the forget-operation, the function value might
change as well. Consequently, whenever new information is known about an entity used as an
argument somewhere in a knowledge base or information is deleted, the value of the corresponding function has to be reevaluated. In some cases, rechecking of validity might be enough. In
general, we cannot expect that a monotonic update operation on an argument leads to a monotonic update operation of the corresponding value. Reconsider example 3 where the concept
Department has been de ned including a computed role average-salary which gives the average
salary of all employees working in the department. Whenever the salary of at least one employee is changed or a new employee is added to an department or an employee is deleted from
an department, the average salary has to be recomputed and stored as the new role- ller of role
average-salary. This operation is clearly non-monotonic.
In order to record dependencies of the various kinds we use following de nitions:
De nition 11: (Role Dependency)
Let C :< : : :R:F (A1,: : : ,An ): : : be a concept de ned by means of a functional term. We say role
R at concept C depends on Role Ri by function F i value(F (A1 , : : : , An),O) might change
for any O 2 C if the extension of Ri(C ) changes. We write DependsOnRole(R, Ri, F , C ). 2
De nition 12: (Object Dependency)
Let C :< : : :R:F (A1 ,: : : ,An ): : : be a concept de ned by means of a functional term. We say
role R at concept C depends on Object Oi by function F i value(F (A1 , : : : , An ), O) might
change if the description of O is changed. We write DependsOnObject(R, O, F , C ).
2
De nition 13: (Ordering Relation for Concepts)
We say role R1 is before role R2 at concept C i role- llers of R1 have to be known before
role- llers of R2 can be determined for all instances of C . We write Before(R1, R2, C ).
2
De nition 14: (Ordering Relation for Objects)
We say role R1 is before role R2 at object O i role- llers of R1 for O have to be known before
role- llers of R2 for O can be determined. We write Before(R1, R2 , O ).
2
With these dependencies at hand, we can identify all functions which might be a ected by an
update operation and which thus have to be reevaluated.
We now give algorithms which compute the above introduced dependencies. The rst algorithm computes all conceptual dependencies.
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Algorithm 1: (concept-dependency)

The procedure concept-dependency takes a concept de nition (C :< D) as input and computes all functional dependencies implied by the de nition according to the following rules. The
rules are applied recursively, until no further rule is applicable:
(C1) D contains a functional subterm R1:F (A1 , : : : , R2, : : : , An ) where role R2 is
used as argument of function F
! DependsOnRole(R1, R2, F , C )
(C2) D contains a functional subterm R1 :F (A1, : : : , O, : : : , An ) where object O is
used as argument of function F
! DependsOnObject(R1, O, F , C )
(C3) D contains a functional subterm R1 :F (A1, : : : , RC , : : : , An ) where a role-chain
RC = R1::Ri::Rn is used as argument
! DependsOnRole(R, Ri, F , C )
(C4) DependsOnRole(R1, R2, F , C1) and C2  C1
! DependsOnRole(R1, R2, F , C2)
(C5) DependsOnObject(R, O, F , C1) and C2  C1
! DependsOnObject(R, O, F , C2)
(C6) DependsOnRole(R1, R2, F , C ) and R2 is a computed role
! Before(R1, R2, C )
(C7) Before(R1, R2, C ) and Before(R2, R3, C )
! Before(R1, R3, C )

2
The rst two rules cover the simplest functional dependencies where a role directly depends
on the arguments of the corresponding function. Rule (C3) does similar for role-chains. Rules
(C4) and (C5) realize downward inheritance of dependencies. Rules (C6) simply transforms
a functional dependency into an ordering relation between computed roles. Rule (C7) nally,
computes the transitive closure of the ordering relation.
Cyclic dependencies occurring in a knowledge base form a serious problem. A cyclic dependency exists if role- llers of one role have to be known in order to determine role- llers of
another role which, again, depends on the llers of the rst role. A simple example is given
by C :< R1 :F1(R2) and R2:F2(R1). Clearly, algorithm 1 loops if cyclic dependencies between
roles occur. In general, we require the dependency relation to be cycle-free and assume that the
algorithm has been extended accordingly.
The next algorithm we present computes dependency relations concerning objects under the
assumption that conceptual dependencies already have been computed:

Algorithm 2: (object-dependency)

The procedure object-dependency takes an object description O 2 C as input and computes
the functional dependencies which hold for object O. The computation is done according to the
following rules (after the recognition process):
(O1) DependsOnRole(R1, R2, F , C ) and O 2 C
! DependsOnRole(R1, R2, F , O)
(O2) DependsOnObject(R1, O1 , F , C ) and O2 2 C
! DependsOnObject(R, O1, F , O2)
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(O3) Before(R1, R2, C ) and O 2 C
! Before(R1, R2, O )
(O4) DependsOnRole(R1, R2, F , O2) and O12 trans(R2, O2)
! DependsOnObject(R1, O1, F , O2)

2
Rules (O1) to (O3) simply transfer all dependency information from concepts to their instances. Rule (O4) covers the case that an object is not directly used as argument but is
computed during the transformation of arguments into parameters. As parameter, it clearly
a ects the value of a function.
We now present algorithms which use the dependencies whenever a new fact is introduced
into a knowledge base or is retracted from it. In the rst case, new information is deduced by
evaluating functions for which new information is known about one of its arguments. In the
second case, already computed function values are retracted which are no longer valid since the
description of one of its arguments has changed. The rst algorithm is invoked whenever an
object is described as instance of a concept.

Algorithm 3: (propagate-instance)

The function propagate-instance is de ned as:
propagate-instance: O  CN

! ftrue;falseg

It takes a fact O 2 C as input, stores O as instance of C and propagates this information
to all objects with functions whose value depends on O. The result of propagate-instance is
false, if an inconsistency has been detected during propagation, otherwise true.

function propagate-instance(O1 2 C ) is
M1 := f(O2; R1; F )jDependsOnRole(R1; R2; F; O2) ^ C  range(R2)g
for all (O2; R1; F ) 2 M1 do
M2 := value(F ,O2)
for all O3 2 M2 do

end

end

B := propagate-filler((O2 ,O3) 2 R1)
if B = false then return false

B:=backtell(O1 2 C )
return B

2
The algorithm propagate-filler used in algorithm propagate-instance is presented in
the following. It is invoked whenever a new role- ller is de ned for a role. Since this might
a ect the result of the transformation of the role if used as an argument, we have to reevaluate
the corresponding functions.

Algorithm 4: (propagate-filler)

The function propagate-filler is de ned as:
propagate-filler: O  O  RN
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! ftrue;falseg

propagate-filler takes a relational fact (O1,O2)

2 R as input, stores the fact in the

knowledge base and propagates this information recursively to all objects which have a function
depending on O2 . The result of propagate-filler is false, if an inconsistency has been detected
during propagation, otherwise true.

function propagate-filler((O1 ,O2) 2 R) is
M1 := f(R1; F )jDependsOnRole(R1; R; F; O1)g
for all (R1; F ) 2 M1 do
M2 := value(F ,O1)
for all O3 2 M2 do

end

end

B := propagate-filler((O1 ,O3) 2 R1)
if B = false then return false

B:=backtell((O1; O2)2 R)
return B

2
The next algorithm presented retracts information which is no longer valid whenever a roleller is deleted from a role.

Algorithm 5: (forget-filler)

The procedure forget-filler is de ned on O  O  RN . It takes a relational fact (O1,O2)
2 R as input, deletes O2 as role- ller of role R at object O1 ((O1; O2) 62 R)) and propagates
this information to all objects where O2 has been used to compute a role- ller. This role- ller
is then recursively deleted.

procedure forget-filler((O1 ,O2) 2 R) is
backforget((O1,O2) 2 R)
M1 := fR1jDependsOnRole(R1; R; F; O1)g
for all R1 2 M1 do
M2:= fO3j(O1; O3)2 R1g
for all O3 2 M2 do
end

end

B := forget-filler((O1 ,O3) 2 R1)

2

Algorithm 6: (forget-object)

The procedure forget-object is de ned on the set O of all objects. On input O, it deletes
O from the KB and propagates this information to all objects which have used O to determine
some of their role- llers. These role- llers are then recursively deleted.

procedure forget-object(O) is

backforget(O)
M1 := f(O2; R; F )jDependsOnObject(R; O; F; O2)g
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M2 := f(O2; O3; R)j(O2; R) 2 M1 ^ (O2; O3) 2 Rg
for all (O2; O3; R) 2 M2 do
forget-filler(O2 ,O3,R)

end

2

4.4 Knowledge Base Operations
As a conclusion, we will now put together all algorithms presented so far and gives algorithms
for the tell- and forget-operations for our formalism.

Algorithm 7: (tell)
procedure

tell(C :< D) is

1. Check validity of concept term D
2. compute the functional dependencies using algorithm concept-dependency
3. insert the axiom into the knowledge base using backtell(C :< D)

procedure

tell(R1 :< R2) is
1. backtell(R1 :< R2)

procedure

tell(O 2 C ) is
1. compute the functional dependencies using algorithm object-dependency
2. insert the fact into the knowledge base using propagate-instance(O 2 C )

procedure

tell((O1 ,O2) 2 R) is
1. insert the fact into the knowledge base using propagate-filler((O1 ,O2) 2 R)

2

Algorithm 8: (forget)
procedure

forget(O 2 C ) is
1. delete the fact from the knowledge base using forget-object(O 2 C )

procedure

forget((O1 ,O2) 2 R) is
1. delete the fact from the knowledge base using forget-filler((O1 ,O2) 2 R)

2
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Chapter 5

Conclusion
In this paper, we have shown a solution to a problem of which almost all terminological representation systems su er. By using a declarative logic-based approach there seem to be always
some sort of knowledge which cannot adequately be represented in a given representation formalism either because of eciency or expressiveness reasons. Our proposed extension of the
back formalism consists therefore of an interface which allows one in a well-de ned manner to
add external procedures and to integrate their results in the reasoning process. We see the most
important advantages of our approach as follows.

 The proposed integration of external functions in the back formalism allows the ecient






realization of computed-roles. By accessing computational resources provided by the implementation language of back, we can now handle entities like numbers, strings, time
points and time intervals more adequately than before.
By realizing external functions as add-on language constructs, we get an easily extensible
representation system. A set of built-in functions always tends to be insucient for a given
application or results in unnecessary system overhead.
The use of function declarations allows a signi cant amount of reasoning to be done by
back. On the one hand, type-checking allows to verify the validity of arguments and of
the computed functional value. On the other hand, additional subsumption rules realize
some form of intensional reasoning about external functions.
The proposed extension of the back formalism, that is the evaluation process as de ned
by the evaluation function call, is easy to integrate into the existing back system. As
shown in Section 4, existing algorithms for knowledge base operations such as tell and
ask can be reused in order to implement similar algorithms for the extended formalism.
No major changes are needed.
The choosen interface between the representation system and PROLOG procedures makes
the writing of these procedures extremely easy. Although a procedural way of representing
knowledge, the PROLOG procedures allow an almost declarative style for the de nition
of external functions. This is especially important, since the user is not required to know
anything about system internal data structures. External functions can thus not only be
implemented by the designers of back, but by everybody who has some knowledge about
PROLOG.

Our approach is clearly limited, since we have restricted our attention to functions, that
is relations between concepts, opposed to concepts itself. We belief that a similar approach is
feasible for the realization of a more advanced version of test-concepts, a way of de ning concepts
21

procedurally which is used in classic. Obviously, the here proposed extensions of the back
representation formalism are not purely declarative and might therefore not fully satisfying if
one seeks a pure declarative solution. However, as argued at the beginning, the key for success
or failure of terminological representation systems lies not necessarily in logical properties of the
used formalisms and algorithms, but in architectural features of the entire system.
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